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there are two abnormal things i can remember from the setup: first, the server was originally set to download express installation files, but, when those downloads were too large, that option was switched off. second: the updates were originally stored on the same hard drive as the system, but were eventually moved onto
their own hard drive using wsusutil.exe /movecontent. not everyone feels comfortable doing what amounts to open-heart surgery on the windows registry. to make life easier for our readers, we have created a little script that does the work for you. you can find a download link for this script on the last page of this article.

download and uncompress the archive. youll find it contains a copy of microsofts end user license agreement (eula), as well as a cmd file. run this cmd with administrators rights by right-clicking on the icon and selecting run as administrator, as shown in the screen shot above. before you begin, you should also ensure that
service pack 2 for vista is installed on your computer, as it is required for this upgrade! search your installed updates at at control panel programs programs and features view installed updates for those four updates (note: search for the entire kb number, i.e., kb971512 as shown below, not 971512) and see if any are already

installed. the fact that you have a detection failure in this case implies that the client is not able to download the appropriate update components automatically through windows update. this is the result of a server-side problem -- most likely a failed connection to the windows update server or a temporary shutdown of the
windows update service. the error message you get from windows update is a generic "0x80072fbb" error, but what causes that is not your problem.
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i've tried the steps you recommended to create a direct3d 11.1 device ( id3d11device1 ), which is available on windows8, windows server2012, and windows7 and windows server2008r2 with the platform update for windows 7 installed, but it gives me an error (id3d11device::createdevice: no devices matching filter or
compatible with this extension are available.) i'm also not sure if i'm doing the right steps to add my interface file. any suggestions? i have a small business with 30 windows xp workstations that have been running fine for the last several years. recently, all machines are failing, and whenever a user tries to log on to their pc,

they get an error message stating that there was a problem with the windows update service and that the automatic updates are disabled. the wsus server and the client are all up to date, as well as the client's antivirus software. i have done a system restore on each computer and none of them are current. we have a
windows 2008 server, and some 32 bit xp clients. we use wsus to manage our updates. our issue is that sometimes (probably once a month) we get a error when a user tries to update. the error is the same: microsoft has just released an update for windows 7. this update fixes a problem that prevented devices that use

windows mobility center (formerly known as windows mobile device center) from reporting battery information in windows 7. microsoft has rolled out the update for windows 7 as a quality update. as with all updates, installing this update does not require a reboot. have you ever been frustrated by a program that asked you to
update your operating system, only to find that your windows update website was down? well, windows update is back up and running, and users will be able to download the required updates directly from the windows update website. windows update is back up and running for about an hour now and the reports indicate

that updates are still being processed. 5ec8ef588b
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